
Run Number 54   24th May 2007:  St Michael’s Station

The Pack: Austin Powers, RTFuct, Snoozanne, Sarah, Paul (hare)

Whilst local girls levitated in the background, an unusually small pack gathered for run number 54.  
As RA, it was down to Austin Powers to apportion the blame for the small turnout before Paul did 
a quick check to make sure the rain hadn’t washed away the trail.  We set off at a cracking pace 
but took a while to find our way through a break in the fence into the Garden Festival grounds 
where Snoozanne posed for this ready-made Jpeg.

C’mon Snoozanne, you 
must have said something 

to scare all the other 
hashers away?



Snoozanne demonstrating hashing technique no. 344: Hare divining at 
the check.



Using special night photography, MTH3 hash flash caught this 
image of Sarah and the full moon.  Ooer – hairy palmed, scary 
stuff.  



Sarah apparently telling an hilarious anecdote during the run – or maybe 
just straightening up after a crouchy old time were-wolfing.  



Paul agile as a squirrel on the monkey bars – but can you see his nuts?



Sweet!  I’ve 
never seen a guy 
with a prehensile 

penis before!!



A couple of flower-sniffing fairy boys in Otterspool 
park.



Every time RTfuct plays hash flash, she likes to take a self-
portrait.  Austin Powers disapproves of such narcissistic 
behaviour and wouldn’t dream of trying to muscle in on a 
shot. Ever.



Then to everyone’s amusement, Snoozanne put her t-shirt on the wrong way round and had to turn 
it round.  Ha ha ha, how we laughed.  Silly Snoozanne.

At 8.43 pm we’d had just about enough 
hashing and thoughts were turning to beers 
and food.  But where’s the god damn ‘on-
inn’?  



As the Barbie cooked up our weaners, Austin Powers presided over the circle – down downs all 
round then.  It’s not hard to guess who’s going to get a down-down with such a small pack – we all 
had one or two for almost completely spurious reasons. As ever.  Isn’t it time we got a new RA –
well yes in fact it might well be – the choice is yours – hash erections to take place this week, 
nominate and vote your favourite/most despised MTH3 hasher on to next year’s 
mismanagement…we could even propose some novel places on the mismanagement such as 
‘fireman’.  See below how Paul uses his most versatile appendage to put out the Barbie.  A true 
hero, and a fantastic hare, even though, from AP’s point of view, it was a really shitty trail.

Sillier and more 
hilarious even 
than that was 
when Austin 
Powers realised 
he’d stood in a 
big doggy do do!  
Here he is trying 
to clear his tread.

The hazey 
effect is the 
dog poop 
stench 
wafting up 
from AP’s 
shoe.




